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inside
Nov. 28 UNF, Jack
sonville University and
FCC-J will sponsoran in
tercollegiate Jazz Night
at JU at 7:30. Call 646
2960 for more info.
Nov. 29 UNF art his
tory professor Debra
Murphy-Livingston will
discuss selected works
of Joseph Jeffers Dodge
on display in the Univer
sity Gallery at 7:30. Call
6462534 for more info.
Nov. 30 “The Roots of
Celtic Myth and Folklore”
will be presented by Dr.
James Doan from Nova
Southeastern University
at 7:30 in the College of
Health auditorium.
It would be really nice
if UNF thermostats were
set when the people in
charge actually know
what the weather will be
like. ...page 2.
Mike makes a major
mea culpa and offers
prizes to anyone who
knows a guy’s name ...
page 3.
Morris thinks you
should take something a
little more challenging
than ceramics, advanced
basket-weaving and
Shoe-Tying 1001. ...
page 3.

Pres. Herbert proposes
grade school on campus
By Mark Faulkner
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

UNF may be home to a new
Duval County elementary school,
if President Adam Herbert’s plan is
accepted by the Board of Regents
and Duval County School Board.
The school would provide UNF
students with the opportunity for
hands-on teaching experience.
“No state institution has an ar
rangement like this,” said Dr.
Katherine Kasten, interim dean of
the College of Education and Hu
man Services. “This school would
be run by the county who would be
responsible for funding and have
the ultimate say at the school.”
Kasten said Florida International
University in Miami and University
of South Florida in Tampa arc workingonsimilarprojects to accomodate
independently run schools on their
campuses.
This concept differs from Uni
versity of Florida and Florida State
University where their on-campus
elementary schools are controlled
by university officials, not area
school boards.
The UNF college of education
and human services has yet to de
vise specific educational programs,
since plans arc still developing.
“This is the very beginning
stage,” Kasten said. “There will be
lots of opportunities for students,
but those arc yet to be defined.
We’ 11 be able to be more specific as
the talks continue. There arc al
ready lots of ways [UNF and the
Duval County Schools] work to
gether, a lot of exchange of re
sources and ideas.”
While Kasten sees this as a
wonderful opportunity for UNFstudents, student opinion was mixed
about housing an on-campus el-

ementary school.
Some thought the prospect of a
new elementary school on campus
would be beneficial.
“I think it would definitely save
people time, who have a busy sched
ule,” said Julius Diaz,ajunior edu
cation major. “Interns could find a
job right here. It would help the
locals from Jacksonville to St. Au
gustine.”
"I think it would serve a need
here,” said UNF student Cindy
Grubbs. “I interned. It could be
very convenient for interns and cost
effective for the school board.”
UNF graduate Rene Amaden,
who teaches kindergarten at a local
elementary school, said UNF stu
dents would benefit from the handson teaching experience. She said it
would help students get a feel for
what leaching is like in “the real
world” and that the extra experi
ence would weed out a lotof people
who perhaps are not dedicated
enough for educational professions.
However, some students
thought building an elementary
school at UNF a bad idea.
“I think it’s asinine,” said Todd
Steele, a senior biology major. “I
don’t think the administration has
thought it through. It will be diffi
cult for other students in parking
and transportation. It will takemore
land from the wildlife sanctuary
this campus is supposed to be. It’s
the education college doing what’s
best for them.”
“The property should be dedi
cated to university space,” said Bill
Crawford, a senior education ma
jor. “One school on campus
wouldn’t serve everyone. There
arc already enough schools for the
interns. We need to begin with our
own growth.”

Ospreys split

two games in tournament
UNF senior forward Cecil Mourning (42) scored 15 of his 17 points in the second half of Friday’s game
against Wingate in the semi-finals of the Sea Turtle Classic at the UNF Arena. The Ospreys won the game
81-69 and advanced to the championship game Saturday, where they lost to Lynn University 79-63.
Wingate won the third-place game Saturday against St. Thomas University 95-89. Mourning is shown here
in action last season (File photo).

SPB head removed, advocate committee chair comes close
The Replicants cover
11 old songs, some more
successfully than others.
...page 5
Santa Claus arrived at
the
Jacksonville
Riverwalk while most
folks were just digging
into their Thanksgiving
leftovers. ...page 5.
Get the jump on your
Freshman Core II class
with our new feature,
“This Week In History.”
Start studying now on
page 5.

MEN’S BASKET
BALL: The Ospreys
came up short in the fi
nals of the Sea Turtle
Classic. ... page 8.
WOMEN’S BASKET
BALL: UNF paved visit
ing Brewton Parker on
Thanksgiving eve, and
host three of the top
teams in Division II this
weekend. ... page 8.
VOLLEYBALL:Three
Ospreys have been
named to the 1995 All
South region team by the
AVCA. ... page 8.

Due to an editing error, the
story which ran on this subjectNov.
21 was incomplete. This is the story
which should have been published.

By Denise-Marie Williams
OF THE STAFF

The Student Government As
sociation Senate voted Nov. 17 to
remove Lance Hunt from his Stu
dent Programming Board Chair
person position.
Sen. Mark Lloyd made the
motion to dismiss Hunt at the
weekly meeting, referring to him as
one of the “too many who think
they have too much power.” Lloyd
also moved to recall Lorraine
Santirosa from her post as Student
Advocate Committee Chair.
The vote to recall Santirosa
failed.
“Sen. Hunt was in direct viola
tion of procedures and his job,”
said Lloyd. “I know there are many
who want to make this a racial issue
but I have done and said nothing
racial.”
Hunt claimed Lloyd gave no
reasons for requesting their removal
during the senate meeting two Fri
days ago.
Lloyd said he did not feel it
necessary to outline reasons for
wanting to recall Huntand Santirosa
since most senators were well aware
of those reasons.
“No one came up to me and said
I had done anything wrong.” Hunt
said. “When I asked Mark Lloyd
after the meeting, he told me 1 was
removed because NestFest is not a
minority event and loo many events
were catered to minorites. Like I

made NestFest a ‘Black thing'.
“That's what shocked me —
they really are basically saying I
cater to minorities and not the stu
dent body. But this year has been
the highest attendance for events
this year ... I’ve done my job.”
Santirosa agreed.
“He was removed without rea
sons given,” she said. “The maker
of the motion did it for personal
reasons and did not consider the
serious implications of removing
an African-American senator who
has, for the first time, provided a
multicultural program forstudents.”
“This [motion] is about job per
formance not events,” said Lloyd.
“I know it’s hard to represent ev
erybody but under Student Pro
gramming Board it’s Hunt’s job to
represent the entire student popula
tion . We spent $70,000-$90,000 this
year on NestFest activities so we
want to include all students in the
festivities. I feel like the program
ming was unbalanced.”
Lloyd said Hunt failed to pro
vide required SPB meeting min
utes. Lloyd also said Director of
Student Development Doug Covey
issued Hunt a written reprimand
for making unauthorized contracts
and decisions. This fall, Hunt made
an over-the-telephone contract ap
proving 57,500 for R&B music
group Groove Theory even though
he is allowed under senate bylaws
to spend only 55,000 from the SPB
operations budget for arena con
certs.
“They have never even come to
us and asked about the minutes,”

said SPB Vice President Caridad
Gonzalez. “And Lance could not
have made any kind of contract
over the phone—we’re students and
we don’t have that kind of power.
Lance has to go through our advi
sor to make contracts.
“Lloyd and the senators in his
clique are making it a black-andwhite thing. It’s putting us back
ward instead of forward in society
... A lot of people were going by
rumor and personal grievances and
not by facts. No one came to check
things with SPB.”
Gonzalezadded she thinks there
are definite racial undertones
surounding the Hunt-Santirosa de
bate.
“You don’t have to be a minor
ity to appreciate a minority event,"
she said. “Ninety percent of the
people at the Joycelyn Elders lec
ture were white.”
Senator and Chairman of the
Budget and Allocations Commit
tee Edward Peebles said the vote
was not a personal expression
against Hunt and Santirosa, but an
attempt to reorganize senate.
“A lot of senators might have
construed some of the things... as a
personal get-back or... a vendetta,”
he said, “but in reality what the
majority of the senators—at least
in my opinion and the way I felt—
was that things had gone loo far and
that student government was not
being productive anymore ... and
that [Huntand Santirosa] were lead
ing student government down.”
Peebles said student govern
ment had been in need of drastic

political changes. He said senate’s
Gonzalez said she was glad ef
actions were not personal attacks forts arc being made to return Hunt
against Hunt or Santirosa or their to his position. She said Hunt should
ability to perform duties but action never have been removed and that
to dismiss two who “were working she will support 200 percent any
more against the organization than efforts to put Hunt back in office.
with it.”
“What happened in senate was
“Itnever should have happened," unbelievable,” said Osprey Radio
said Rone! Laurent, president pro- Graduate Ad visor and former Sena
tempore. “They’re both great sena tor Todd Hardie. “It seems no one
tors, very dedicated to their students. is treating anyone the same. [Sen
I was very disappointed.”
ate] is the one thing I had faith in.
Laurent said he and other sena They should fix what is going on
tors are trying to have Hunt re that room right now and settle their
instated but would not elaborate.
differences.”

Osprey
sports
this
week
Friday
Women’s Basketball

Lady Osprey Holiday Classic
Florida Southern vs. Fort Valley State (Ga.),
5:30 p.m.
UNF vs. Washburn,
20 minutes after first game

Saturday
Women’s Basketball

Lady Osprey Holiday Classic
Florida Southern vs. Washburn, 5:30 p.m.
UNF vs. Fort Valley State (Ga.),
20 minutes after first game
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Humid? You must be
inside a UNF building
UNF needs individual air conditioning controls in each building,
maybe even in each room.
Students came back from Thanksgiving dinner to an indian summer at
UNF. The temperatures in the low seventies would have been more
welcome if not for the oppressive heat in every building on campus.
The solution seems simple: turn down the thermostat. Of course, since
every building on campus has its temperature controlled from deep in the
bowels of the physical facilities building, this isn’t really possible. So
they prop the doors open in the computer lab while our ancient and
outdated computer equipment cooks in its own radiated heat.
The administration’s rationale is that the university works on a tight
budget. All temperature controls, all heating and cooling, need to be set
way ahead of time. PhysFac folks set the temperature Friday morning
before they leave for the weekend, and all day Saturday and Sunday the
climate control chugs along keeping the inside air at a comfortable
temperature.
Of course, if the weather report is five degrees off what the weather
actually turns out to be, the poor-students are screwed in the climate
control department.
It actually costs more to do this. Don’t expect us to provide you with
hard figures. But it’s not hard to guess what kind of damage to equipment
and educational materials happens when a room is too hot or too cold.
Ever visit the biology labs after a particularly sweltering weekend?
Formaldehyde doesn’t smell any better after it’s been boiled, and may
smell worse. Electrical engineering labs? They’re not even accredited
fully yet. They don’t have time to worry about whether the solder stays
stuck to the back of their circuit board. Plants in professors’ offices? Even
dead salad is supposed to be raw, not cooked.
UNF is stingy when it comes to allocation of funds. UNF is downright
tight-fisted when it comes to resources. Which is why people have to
submit miles of paperwork to make sure that the air conditioning is turned
on in one non-essential building two weeks in advance if an event or a
gathering happens to be held there.
All we ask is that the staff at Physical Facilities wait to set the
thermostats until after reading the extended forecast. Is that too much to
ask?
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Letters to the Editor
Activities Coordinator
responds to editorial
I would like to comment on your
recent editorials (the last one in the
Nov. 21 edition) concerning clubs. As
advisor to ACSOP (which by the way
stands for Advisory Council of Stu
dent Organization Presidents, not Associated Council as printed) and a staff
member in the Department of Student
Development, I work closely with the
student clubs and organizations on
campus. I therefore appreciate your
latest two attempts to expand the
campus’s awareness of club issues.
The “club holocaust” that you refer to
is actually typical of previous years in
which we discover each fall semester
which clubs have not survived the
passing of time and leadership. The
vast majority of the clubs you men
tioned are effectively dead, a couple
are struggling to find new leadership,
and a couple more only fall into the
“slacker” category. Each year new
clubs representing new interests are
born, somewhat moderating the hor
ror of said holocaust.
As to the mailbox situation, it is
part of my responsibilities to deal with
that. Two of the clubs you mentioned
still had boxes because 1 was told the
required paperwork was on its way to
me; this did not materialize and fol
lowing the editorials I pulled those
boxes. The other two were oversights
on my part and these loo have now
been pulled. But I would appreciate
your contacting me to let me know

which recognized clubs have no boxes;
this I doubt. The boxes may be out of
alphabetical order (true for relatively
new clubs) or under a slightly differ
ent version of the name or under an
acronym.
University recognition of clubs is
granted by (and taken away by) the
Department of Student Development.
ACSOP has nothing to do with this.
On the other hand, ACSOP suspends
its member clubs for various infrac
tions, including the loss of university
recognition. Also, university recog
nized clubs may join ACSOP, but are
not compelled to do so.
As to your statement that clubs
which arc active yet not recognized
should be censured, I am uncertain
what you mean. Their lack of compli
ance has lost them university recogni
tion with its attendant privileges (such
as free room rental in the Student Life
Building); what further censure would
you suggest?
Although I will admit to some frus
tration each fall as I attempt to obtain
updated paperwork from the clubs, in
order to stay informed as to viability,
officers, advisors, etc., nevertheless I
am impressed with the number and
variety of clubs that do exist as oppor
tunities for student involvement. I
believe your editorials have somewhat
overdramatized the situation, but in a
way its nice to be reading anything at
all about such an under-reported part
of UNF. Thanks!
Chris DeVos

Student Activities Coordinator

Student Senator
disappointed with
coverage
I am incredibly disappointed in the
Spinnaker on Nov. 21, 1995. I feel

that their representation of the last
Senate meeting was in some ways one
sided. That meeting was monumental
— not only for the decisions we made,
but the ways in which we made them.
I am appalled by the lack of jour
nalism in Mike Goldin’s article about
the removal of Lance HuntasChairof
the Student Programming Board. No
where have I seen such a unilateral
argument offered to the masses as ‘real
journalism.’ Mike Goldin, for I dare
not call him a reporter, made our deci
sion to remove Senator Hunt seem
like a racial issue, when that factor
did not even enter into the minds of
many of the Senators what made that
decision.
Did the reporter even ask other
Senators their opinions? How about
Mark Lloyd, the Senator who made
the motion? If he did, those individu
als’ accounts of the proceedings are
not represented.
I encourage an apology to the
Spinnaker's readership about the poor
professional conduct of Mike Goldin,
and an account of the removal process
which represents both sides.
Mary Anthony
Student Government Senator
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Hayes is for horses...
by Mike Goldin

and Lorraine Santirosa was no such animal. As DeniseMarie Williams' article in this issue shows, Mark
Lloyd, the senator who made the motions, should
have been interviewed prior to writing the article, as
well as other SGA members who agree with him.
There is no excuse for this, and therefore I will not try
to make one.

I learned more about journalism in three days last
week than I have all semester. There arc two key
things one has to remember when writing for any
section but Views: first, be objective. Second, get
your facts right. Last week (separately) I did neither.
As far as getting facts right, I apologize to Angela
Garcia and Marsha McCoy. Their titles in the Miss
UNF pageant were inadvertently flip-flopped. Miss
Garcia should have been identified as first runner-up,
and Miss McCoy should have been identified as
second runner-up. Both were very talented and de
serve the recognition they received.
Objectivity is a difficult thing to explain, but
suffice it to say, the article I wrote about Lance Hunt

C. R. Hayes is a man of many mysteries. One of
them, the one I will focus on, is his name. What does
C. R. stand for? He wouldn’ttell me, but he did agree
to a contest. He will look over the responses, and
name a winner.
To enter, send me a note with your guess as to
what his first and middle initials stand for, as well as
your name and phone number. Remember, the words
must begin with a “C” and “R”, in that order. Any
other guesses will be automatically disqualified. All
are welcome to enter, winners will be announced at
some future date. Maybe if we come up with some
really good guesses, he will even tell me (and you too)
what the mysterious letters represent.

On My Mind

WANTED, PREFERABLY ALIVE
Staff for spring term
Reporters — News, Sports and Features
Copy Editor
Photographers

REWARD
A small amount of money.

On the job experience (resume padding — at least we’re honest).
Good times.
Bad jokes.
A warm fuzzy feeling every time you see

Dare to be challenged! Find a good prof

Staff Column
Staff Column

by Morris Lary
With registration going on even now, I felt a
certain urge to throw out a little advice.
I know first hand the god-awful pain of trying to
juggletwelvecredithoursintoa schedule you can live
with. I know how crucial it is that you don’t have to
take molecular biology at 8 a.m., or have to come in
on Saturday for Calculus. The last thing I want to do
is drive another semi onto the already-overcrowded
cloverleaf of your mind.
But still, I’m gonna. Take this into account when
you’re juggling all those course numbers and curricu
lum requirements: take the tough teachers.
Yep, the tough ones. Trust me.
Now, I don’t mean “lough” as in a teacher who
closely monitors the color ink you can use for class
assignments, or the font you used on the computer
when you wrote those essays. I mean “lough” as in a
teacher who will ask (and ask often) for you to think.
A chimp can sit impassively and listen to Profes
sor Quaalude drone his class into the realms of
slumber. I want you to pick a teacher that’s going to
select people at random and ask the most colon
clenching questions the material provides. A swift
kick in the cerebellum. Bool camp for the brain.
Hey, that’s why you’re here. Let me share with
you a view I have of universities:
A university is not like an elementary school, or
even a high school. In those the institution held
massive authority because its students were not legal
adults. The school was caretaker as well as educator.
Despite a superficial similarity, the nature of a

university is different. Il is a public institution where
grown men and women pay for a particular service—
namely an education. This makes a public university
less like a high school than like the Department of
Motor Vehicles.
You’re paying, and you’re paying big. Gel you’re
money’s worth, ‘cause there are no refunds.
If all you want is a piece of paper naming you as
the holder of a degree, there are several gentlemen of
my acquaintance who could provide you with one for
a lot less than a year here will cost you (they do
medical degrees loo, but those really cost and they
work them only through third parties for security
reasons).
Your GPA is, simply, something to act as nice
window-dressing on your first resume (which, unless
you arc exquisitely lucky, will not be your last). Five
years down the road, the fact that you pulled a lot of
easy A’s isn’t going to do much for you (when was the
last time you heard seniors here bragging about their
high school grades?) — the fact that you learned how
to use that grey lump inside your skull will.
This should be a place where minds are broad
ened , not where focuses (foci?) are narrowed. There’s
no telling where you’ll go from here. Take the teach
ers who’ll best help you pack for anywhere. The
world, when you come right down to it, is a battle of
wits. Don’t glide through here without picking up
any.
P.S. This column has been here a while now, and
while the simple “StaffColumn” appeals to the Beavis
and Butthead in me (“Uh-huh-huh, uh-huh-huh, he
said ‘staff.’” “Yeah, yeah, eh-eh, it must be hard
news”), I think itneeds something with more “oomph.”
Send in suggestions. Feel free. If yours is selected,
you could win a dinner date with the student of your
choice (but you have to ask them out. And pick the
restaurant. And pay for everything....) The world is
wailing.

someone reading the newspaper.
The chance to scoop The Florida Times Union.
License to snoop.
Be the first in your hall to listen to every CD you've never wanted.
Don’t hate the media. Become the media.
And it’s much better than Cats. You’ll want to do it again and again.
Pick up an application today at our newsroom:
Building 14, Room 2607.
(Hint: Look for the big blue sign in the Club Commons.)

Corrections:
In theNov.21 story “Alpha Chi sister crowned Miss UNF" the names ofthe first and second runnerups were switched.

The Spinnaker corrects all errors offact. Ifyou know of such an error please contact Tom Kopacz
at 646-2727.

For your Books!
We pay the best prices in town
for your textbooks.

The UNF Bookstore
Your official on-campus bookstore
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Replicants recycle old tunes into new hits
by

James Birr

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

They may emulate the sounds
of the Cars and sing like Trent
Reznor and Neil Young, but this
band is not a group of imitators or
impersonators.
The Replicants have created,
on their self-titled album, 11 new
versions of songs like “Just What I
Needed” by the Cars, “Silly Love
Songs” by Paul McCartney and
“Destination Unknown” by Miss
ing Persons.
Some of their replications
work. Some don’t.
The first song “Just What I
Needed” sounds like the original
'80s version of the Cars smash hit.
The Replicants, however, begin
the song with a Metallica-like gui
tar introduction. The heavy-metal
sound changes into an alternative
rendition of the song.
Ken Andrews, on lead vocals
for the Replicants, sounds like Ric
Ocasek as he sings “I don’t mind
you coming here, and wasting all
my time.” The dominant guitar
and keyboard, in the Replicants
version, create a rejuvenated ver
sion of the song.
The next song on the album
sounds nothing like Paul

McCartney’s “Silly Love Songs.”
The Replicants go against the
grain in transforming the original
version into an extremely slow love
song.
Maynard
Keenan, Ken
Andrews, Paul D’Amour, Greg
Edwards and Chris Pitman should
have left this song alone. Their
futuristic, staticky attempt at inno
vation doesn’t do Paul’s song jus
tice. Especially as Keenan yells
“Love doesn’t come in a minute.”
The Replicants achieve suc
cessful new sounds on other songs
on the album.
The band’s version of the song
“Destination Unknown” is awe
some. A pounding drum beat and
Andrews’ staticky vocals breathe
new life into the ‘80ssong by Miss
ing Persons. Andrews and the
Replicants Like a Nine Inch Nails
approach to this song. Their ver
sion would fit in well with the rest
of the songs on NIN’s Pretty Hate
Machine. Andrews sings “Life is
so so strange” as the keyboards
generatean alternative, hypnotical
dance groove.
Another song the Replicants
have successfully recreated is Neil
Young’s “Cinnamon Girl.” The
Replicants follow the same pattern

as in their version of “Just What I
Needed.” The band doesn’t alter
the song much. Vocals on the song
are smooth and really sound like
Young. Young would be pleased
with his replicator’s intermingling
of voices and clear, thundering
guitar play.
The restof theReplicants album
includes variations of Pink Floyd’s

“Ibiza Bar,” David Bowie’s “The
Bewlay Brothers," and John
Lennon’s “How Do You Sleep?”
The Replicants show creativ
ity throughout this album on songs
that have been around for a while.
The original songs have not
been duplicated; they’ve been rep
licated for new sounds and new
audiences.

Top 10 Singles
1 Mariah Carey “Fantasy” (Columbia) Last Week: No.

1

Jacksonville celebrates annual Light Parade
By Morris Lary
OF THE STAFF

Santa Claus has come to
town. Or to the Riverwalk, anyway.
Saturday marked the Elev
enth Annual JacksonvilleLight
Parade and Official Arrival of
Santa Claus. The day was a
little too Christmassy — it was
chilly and the sky was a flat
grey most of the day — but
families shrugged off the
weather and gathered (albeit
bundled up) for the festivities.
Around Friendship Foun
tain, giant candy canes set in
its center, while tents were
erected. Beneath them were the
various reindeer games set up
for the children — face paint
ing, free caricatures, story-tell
ing from the Jacksonville Pub
lic Libraries, letters to Santa

and a moonbounce (those big
inflatable things you jump
around in, though they could
have come up a more Yuletide
name than “moonbounce”).
There was also Candy Cane
Lane — a do-it-yourself arts
and crafts exhibit which of
fered all manner of glitter
styrofoam ball-pipe cleaner
decoration for the season.
Kris Kringle, along with
Mrs. Claus and an entourage
befitting a celebrity of his sta
tus, arrived in the early after
noon aboard a Fire & Rescue
boat (it’s red, he can comman
deer it. It’s a law. Honest.) He
was then serenaded by the St.
Johns River City Band with a
slightly altered version of
“Hello
Dolly,”
(“Well,
helloooo, Santa,”) and pro
ceeded quickly to the South

Pole (?), established atop that
unnamed spiral thingee by the
fountain, where he gave audi
ence to a long line of Jackson
ville kids.
Entertainment — hosted by
Skyler King of 96.9 FM —
kicked off with the St Johns
River City Band and featured
music, dance and mimery
(miming?). Florida Mimegave
an elaborate performance of
toys come to life. The sound
could have been better, but the
crowds didn’t seem to care.
They still watched apprecia
tively — with only occasional
interjections of the current
score of the Florida-FSU game.
The line-up ended with a snip
pet from First Coast Nutcracker
and some holiday carolling.
As darkness fell, red lights
illuminated the fountain while

strings of white ones lit up the
trees. Then came the muchawaited boat parade, at 7:00.
Decorated and lighted boats
cruised
slowly
by
the
Riverwalk, their hulls invisible
in the darkness. Onlookers —
their numbers not diminished
by the evening chill, massed
by the water to watch.
After the lights were gone
from the river, they came in
the air. Fireworks exploded
brilliantly over Jacksonville,
bringing the Christmas festi
val to a close.
“Good spirit, good people,
and a lot of jolly,” one visitor
said, summing up the day.
Sure enough, it was. And the
families that attended — with
Thanksgiving turkey still sitting
in the fridge — went home with
their Christmas well underway.

Percussion ensemble beat their way into a performance
By Mark Faulkner
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The show started out simple
enough. The stage was filled with
drums, marimbas, xylophones,
practically anything you could hit
and make a noise. One student
walked out, had a seat on a stool in
front of the crowd. The next came
on to the stage, and began to bang
on and throw items in his piano
and play the tubular bells.
Then students began to pop out
of the crowd, noisily excusing
themselves as they made their way
to the stage.
With all the percussionists
there, joined lastly by conductor
Charlotte Mabrey, the show could
begin.
Thus began the UNF Percus
sion Ensemble’s performance
Tuesday. The 90 minute perfor
mance went rang out with several
percussion pieces, from the seem
ingly bizarre to the quietly poi
gnant.
The ensemble, composed of
Craig Barnette, Jonathan-Matthew
Bishop, David Glover, Greg
Isabelle, Jeff Lendvay, Carl
Manna,Phil Marino, Noel Millan,
Tim Stombaugh, Ken Tackett and
Justin Varnes showed their ability
to work together as well as their
own amazing individual talents to
perform an astonishing collection

of contemporary classical music.
Mabrery explained that percus
sion music docs not have the his
tory of other classical instruments.
The oldest piece they performed,
“Marshall's Medium Message” by
Roger Hannay, was one of the first
pieces of music written forpercussion. It was written in 1967.
Mabrery also explained that
several of the pieces they were
performing were hybrids of the
ater art and music.
This was readily apparent in
the first piece the ensemble per
formed. After the musicians came
to the stage, they began to almost
go in different melodic directions
with their instruments. As the piece
continued, the musicians began
running in acircle, seemingly chas
ing each other and playing all the
instruments they passed.
The next piece, “Millet Mu
sic” by Matthew Davidson,showed
minimalism, the concept of music
making subtle changes over time.
The musiciansperformedthispiece
form the theater’s scats, creating a
unique musical texture.
Mabrey passed conducting
duties to student Carl Manna for
the next piece, “A La Nanigo” by
Mitchel Peters. This piece showed
the amazing range of the students
as well as the percussion instru
ments. The piece began with a

Top Video Rentals
1. Pulp Fiction starring John Travolta (Buena Vista —
Rated: R) Last Week: No. 1
2. While You Were Sleeping Sandra Bullock (Buena
Vista — PG) No. 2
3. Casper Christina Ricci (MCA/Universal — PG-13)
No. 4
4. French Kiss Meg Ryan (FoxVideo — PG-13) No. 3
5. Rob Roy Liam Neeson (MGM/UA — R) No. 5
6. Tommy Boy Chris Farley (Paramount — PG-13) No.
7
7. The Perez Family Marisa Tomei (Hallmark — R) No.
8
8. Tales From The ’Hood Clarence Williams III (HBO
— R) No. 9.
9. Outbreak Dustin Hoffman (Buena Vista — R) No.
10
10. Don Juan Demarco Johnny Depp (Turner — {G)
No. 6
11. Kiss of Death Nicolas Cage (FoxVideo — R) No.
11
12. Friday Ice Cube (Turner — R) No. 13
13. Just Cause Sean Connery (Warner — R) No. 12
14. Major Payne Damon Wayans (MCA/Universal —)
PG-13) No. 14
15. Village of The Damned Christopher Reeve
(MCA/Universal — R) No. 15
16. The Basketball Diaries Leonardo DiCaprio (Poly
Gram — R) No. 17
17. Once Were Warriors Rena Owens (Turner — R)
No. 18
18. Circle of Friends Chris O’Donnell (HBO — PG-13)
No. 19
19. Losing Isaiah Jessica Lange (Paramount — R) No.
20
20. Panther Kadeem Hardison (PolyGram — R) New
Entry

fiery crescendo, moved to a qui
eter, tranquil point and then re
turned with loud resonating drums
to yet another barrage of sound.
The most poignant movement
of the evening followed with a
duet by Jeff Lendvay and Mabrey
on marimbas. The two seemed to
flawlessly meld their sounds from
their instruments together, going
through several trade-offs in
melody and sounds. The result was
an ethereal mix of wave after wave
of sound.
Following the amazing duet
came one of the two pieces with a
narrative attached. Ney Rosauro’s
“Milos Brasilieros’ presented the
stories of evil dwarves, one-legged
men doing the samba, evil mer
maids and the South American
Rain Forest.
Next came “Chain Letter" com
posed by students themselves. The
concept, devised by one of
Mabrery’s colleague at another
university called for the students
to create a melody using any per
cussion instrument and them the
melody is passed throughout the
entire ensemble.
It stalled out with the students
spinning plastic tubular noisemak
ers above their heads. Some began
toblow into them, giving the noisemakers some pitch. The melody
then moved from to each of the

differentpercussion families, from
marimba, it would move to the
drums. The melody would be dif
ferent, but itstill would retain some
of the original idea. The melodics
moved through the whole family
and then reversed, moving back
out again. The piece ended as it
began with the ensemble spinning
the plastic tubes over their heads.
The next piece, John Gibson’s
“Preachers, Thieves and Acrobats”
again show the dynamic range of
he percussion family as well as the
amazing ability of the ensemble.
The piece, part narrative, part
song, allowed for each performer
to come up and read a section of
the narrative, each describing a
different character. As the per
former told each characters’ story,
the ensemble added very grabbing
melodies behind it, adding to the
message and bringing the story to
life.
The show’s finale, Chris
Cockerell’s “Me Tarzan” allowed
ensemble to use their own bodies
as their percussion instruments. By
clapping and hitting their chests in
rhythm, they produced and extraor
dinary sound. The piece concluded
with a long section of clapping,
ending the ensemble applauding
themselves and the audience join
ing with a standing ovation after
this stunning display of talent.

2.
Janet Jackson “Runaway” (A&M) No. 2
3. Groove Theory “Tell Me” (Epic) No. 3
4. Xscape “Who Can I Run To” (So So Def/Columbia)
No. 6
5. Goo Goo Dolls “Name” Metal Blade/Wamer) No. 11
6. Meat Loaf “I’d Lie For You (And That’s The Truth)”
(MCA) No. 8
7. Smashing Pumpkins “Bullet With Butterfly Wings”
(Virgin) No. 7
8. Ace of Base “Beautiful Life” (Arista) No. 10
9. Selena “Dreaming of You” (Latin/EMI) No. 0
10. Hootie and The Blowfish “Time” (Atlantic) New
Entry

Top R&B/Soul
1. Xscape “Who Can I Run To” (So So Def/Columbia)
Last Week: No. 1
2. Groove Theory “Tell Me” (Epic) No. 2
3. Monica “Like This And Like That” (Rowdy/Arista)
No. 4
4. Gerald and Eddie Levert, Sr. “Already Missing
You” (East West/EEG) No. 7
5. Silk “Hooked On You” (Elektra/EEG) No. 5
6. D’Angelo “Cruisin’ ” (EMI) No. 6
7. Terry Ellis “Where Ever You Are” (East West/EEG)
No. 9
8. Jodeci “Love U 4 Life” (Uptown/MCA) No. 8
9. L.L. Cool J “Hey Lover” (Def Jam/RAL/Island) No.
10
10. Mariah Carey “Fantasy” (Columbia) No. 3

Top C&W Singles
1. Daryle Singletary “I Let Her Lie” (Giant) Last Week:
No. 2
2. Martina McBride “Safe In The Arms of Love”
(RCA) No. 3
3. Clay Walker “Who Needs You Baby” (Giant) No. 4
4. Brooks and Dunn “Whiskey Under The Bridge”
(Arista) No. 5
5. Alan Jackson “Tall, Tall Trees” (Arista) No. 6
6. Dolly Parton and Vince Gill “I Will Always Love
You” (Columbia) No. 8
7. Little Texas “Life Goes On” (Warner) No. 7
8. Travis Tritt “Sometimes She Forgets” (Warner) No.
9
9. Alabama “In Pictures” (RCA) No. 10
10. John Michael Montgomery “No Man’s Land” (At
lantic) No. 1

This Week In History
On November 30, 1782, having previously agreed to
recognize the independence of the United States from
Great Britain, the two countries reached a preliminary
agreement in Paris ... December 2, 1823, the Monroe
Doctrine, opposing European intervention in the
Americas, was enunciated ... December 2, 1859, radical
abolitionist John Brown was hanged for treason... Novem
ber 29, 1864, the U.S. Cavalry savagely massacred the
Cheyenne and Arapaho Indians who were peacefully
awaiting surrender terms from the federal government in
the Sand Creek Massacre ... November 29,1916, the U.S.
set up a military government in the Dominican Republic
... December 2, 1942, the first nuclear chain reaction,
actually the fission of uranium isotope U-235, was
produced at the University of Chicago under physicists
Arthur Compton, Enrico Fermi, and others ... December
2,1954, the Senate voted that Senator Joseph R. McCarthy
(R-Wis.) was guilty of contempt of a Senate elections
subcommittee, for abuse of its members, and for insults to
the Senate during his Army investigation hearings into
alleged covert Communist activity ... December 1,1955,
Rosa Parks, a black woman, refused to give her seat to a
white man on a bus in Montgomery Ala., ultimately caus
ing a boycott by blacks of the transit system
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Why do so many UNF
students take Kaplan?
Classes start Jan. 4

Classes start Dec. 4

LSAT

GMAT

GRE

MCAT

Classes start Mar. 11

Classes start Jan. 8

Kaplan helps you focus
your test prep study
where you need it most.
We'll show you the
proven skills and test
taking techniques that
help you get a higher
score.

Guaranteed Results!
In Many Companies
It takes Years To Prove You're
Management Material...

Kaplan has the most complete
arsenal of test prep tools available.
From videos to software to virtual
reality
practice
tests
with
computerized analysis to great
teachers who really care, nobody
offers you more ways to practice.

We'll Give you 10 Weeks.
Ten weeks may not seem like much time to prove you're capable of being a
leader. But if you're tough, smart and determined, ten weeks and a lot of
hard work could make you an Officer of Marines. And Officer Candidates
School (OCS) is where you'll get the chance to prove you've got what it takes
to lead a life full of excitement, full of challenge, full of honor. Anyone can say
they've got what it takes to be a leader, we'll give you ten weeks to prove it.

Marines

The Few. The Proud. The Marines.

MARINE OFFICER

For a career that makes a world of difference,
see Captain Vollmer on campus
December 7th, 1995, or call 1-800-752-9155.

Free information for your club or organization
Call 1 (800) KAP TEST

Kaplan

Test Prep

Super Crossword
ACROSS
1
6
11
15

Fall behind
Like a basket
— Alto, CA
Fastens a
windbreaker
19 Creed
20 Beethoven
dedicatee
21 Ken of “thirtysomething"
22 Scheme
23 Eugene
O'Neill play
26 Catches cod
27 Actress
Dominique
28 Center of
gravity?
29 Intend
30 Has a hunch
32 -de-camp
34 Make a
choice
35 Soprano Te
Kanawa
36 NASA
vehicle
40 Supernatural
TV series
45 — breve
46 Wheedled
48 Welsh
symbol
49 Slangy suffix
51 Stiller’s
partner
53 Affix mean
ing “before"
54 Evened the

score
55 Take —
the chin
56 Ritter/
Woodard film
61 Common
contraction
62 Matching
pieces
63 In fact
64 Squid's squirt
65 Singer Percy
66 Rockets
down an alp
67 Diavolo or
Angelico
68 Riser’s
relative
70 Dull
73 Tint
74 Prepares
the pekoe
75 Botanist Gray
78 Stood up
79 Rock parodist
83 Kick the
pigskin
84 Pickable
85 - relief
86 Acid type
87 Clean-air org.
88 Part of

Indonesia
89 Romantic
expeditions
92 Tree spray
93 Neil Simon
comedy
96 Land
99 Racer

Luyendyk
100 Ocasek of
the Cars
101 Long lunch?
102 Raisin capital
105 Il’s held by
Swiss banks
106
Framed
Roger Rabbit”
108 Bald bird
112 Riga resident
113 Jules Verne
work, with
“The”
118 Division word
119 Descartes'
darling
120 Stadium
121 “Pagliacci”
character
122 Hammer part
123 Cole and
Turner
124 Grizzly's
gentle
cousin?
125 Jenny Lind,
for one
DOWN
1 QB's stats
2 Deteriorates
3 Taj town
4 “—Old Cow
Hand”
5 Martin of “Ed
Wood”
6 Itty-bitty
7 Popeye’s
favorite color?
8 Tarzan’s

transport
9 Punta del —
10 Previously,
in a way
11 Considerate
12 Grad
13 Casserole
cover
14 Unbalanced
15 Summer
annual
16 Bad day for
Caesar
17 Rose or
Rozelle
18 Lip lash?
24 Strickland
or Sheehy
25 Swift
31 Actor Estrada
33 Cal. page
34 Mine find
35 Places for
patches
36 “The
Stranger”
author
37 Coeur d'—, ID
38 Factory
39 Poet
Teasdale
40 At the crack
of dawn
41 VIP
42 Bjorn's
opponent
43 Prominent
44 "Sing — with
Mitch”
47 Iridescent

stones
50 Poker stake
52 Bring into
harmony
54 Tut’s relative
55 Provoked
57 Press
56 Ms.
McClanahan
59 Broadcast
60 Actress
O’Connor
61 Nome’s home
65 In stitches?
66 Satyric trait
67 Mink's coat
68 Assignation
69 Peggy of
The Dukes
of Hazzard”
70 Wisecrack
71 Let out the
lava
72 He had a
whale of a
time
73 Hasten
74 World-weary
75 Spanish city
76 Mideast
peninsula
77 Squirrel's
snack
79 Victorian wit
80 Very impres
sive
81 First herds
man
82 General
Bradley

84 Ham
operator
88 Hatched
89 Part of a ream
90 Proof-ofpurchase
letters
91 Canonized
Mlle.
94 Larry Holmes'
hometown
95 Spouts like
Cicero
97
— saw
Elba”
98 Cooks
chestnuts
101 Basenji or
beagle
102 Comic
Wilson

103 Director Clair

104 Diminutive
suffix
105 — were (so
to speak)
106 Earring part
107 Did some
gardening
109 Act like a
worm?
110 Penny or

Primrose
111 Geraint's lady
114 Singer
Sumac
115 “Willard”
extra
116 For instance
117 Female goat

Make A Statement
At The Prudential
The Prudential’s Healthcare Group is recognized as an innovator in
employee benefits, originating important advancements in managed
care and other critical areas. As we continue to achieve industry suc
cesses, we seek a number of experienced professionals to join our
team in Jacksonville, Florida.

Financial Analysts
Needed to assist Manager in coordinating a variety of project efforts
including cash processing, reconcilation, cash management, data
analysis and trending projects. Candidates must be team oriented and
equipped to work in a consultative environment and geared towards
implementation. Candidates should possess, an MBA (or equivalent) in
Finance, Accounting or related field, along with 2-4 years of related
experience. Supervisory background a plus. (Salary range: $32,000$38,000)

Financial Support Team Leaders
Needed to manage a group of 10-15 Financial Support associates,
taking overall responsibility for technical and operational issues. Areas
of accountability will include: monitoring workflow;
developing/updating procedures and training materials; providing team
training/coaching; evaluating team performance; and identifying/
resolving related problems. A BS in Accounting/Finance (or equiva
lent) and 4+ years of experience are preferred. A strong knowledge of
accounting/treasury procedures required. (Salary range: $28,000$35,000)

Financial Support Specialists
Needed to perform a variety of activities including bank-to-ledger and
check reconciliation, cash movement and transfer processing, and
cash-related suspense account control. Candidates should possess a
solid foundation in accounting/treasury bookkeeping procedures. A BS
in Accounting/Finance (or equivalent) and 2+ years of experience are
preferred. (Salary range: $25,000-$31,000)

Financial Support Technicians
Needed to perform a variety of activities including the processing of
disbursements and unclaimed property, check deposits and reimburse
ments, and GL vouchers and entries. Candidates should possess 1+
years of related experience. A general understanding of accounting and
treasury procedures is preferred, as is a BS in Accounting/Finance or
equivalent. (Salary range: $22,000-$28,000)
We are most interested in hiring highly motivated, detail-oriented
individuals who demonstrate excellent communication skills and the
ability to prioritize a high volume of work. Proficiency with Microsoft
Windows is a must.
Successful candidates will be required to start immediately and will be
offered attractive starting salaries that are commensurate with experience/abilities. The majority of salaries will be negotiated in the
amounts indicated above.
To apply for any of these opportunities, please fax your resume (indi
cating position of interest) to (904)391-5089. Or apply to: Chrissy
Snow, Human Resources, The Prudential, 701 San Marco Blvd.,
Jacksonville, FL 32207. EOE M/F/D/V.

ThePrudential
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Classified Advertisements in the Spinnaker! Get on
that fax machine and let people know what's on your mind!
Fax 928-3964 to reserve your free CLASSIFIED ADS! Space is limited! First come, first serve!

GREEK CORNER
$1,000 Fundraiser - Fraternities, Sororities & Student
Organizations. You’ve seen credit card fundraisers be
fore, but you’ve never seen the Citibank fundraiser that
pays $5.00 per application. Call Donna at 1-800-9320528 ext. 65. Qualified callers receive a FREE camera.

A really effective Fundraiser for any campus organiza
tion - Fraternities, Sororities, Student Groups. Better
than anything you’ve tried before! Provide your organi
zation with a substantial ongoing souce of income. Can
be profitable for individual members as well. Call Ron at
904-262-6802 or 459-7777 (beeper) for more informa
tion.

CLUBS
Wanted!!!
Individuals, Student Organizations and Small Groups
to Promote SPRING BREAK 96. Earn MONEY and
FREE TRIPS. CALL THE NATION’S LEADER,
INTER-CAMPUS PROGRAMS
http://www.icpt.com
1 -800-327-6013

Fellow Pagans; If you are interested in being a
member of a Pagan/Wiccan group please call Don
Dougherty at 448-9145 for more info. Blessed be.
The new Osprey Television news program needs
students to help with all aspects of production. Call
928-3952 or come to meetings on Tuesday at 1:30 in
Bldg 2 Rm 2045.

UNF College Republicans will begin meeting every other
Thursat 7 p.m. in the Senate Chambers (Bldg. 14, Rm. 2602)
beginning Oct. 19. We welcome ALL who are interested in
either learning about or becoming a part of the REPUBLI
CAN revolution. Contact David Gonzales at 695-0676 for
more info.
Pre-Law Students: Those interested in becoming a part of
the Pre-Law Society or those desiring information pertaining
to this organization- please contact Lisa York at 642-5589

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Listen Up!Music in Fernandina Beach. New and used tapes,
CDs, books on tape. 205 1/2 Centre Street, (904) 277-9666.

Rape Agression Defense (RAD) Training. RAD is a basic
self-defense techniques training class, restricted to female
participants. Only 4 evenings or 12 hours of your time.
Course is scheduled for January 1996. For additional infor
mation, contact the University Police Department, 646-2804.

Start your holiday spirit by sponsoring a needy family by
giving them gifts this holiday season! Help the Volunteer
Center in bringing joy to others. For more information call
646-2755.
Lose Weight: 8-100 lbs., Fast and Easy, GUARANTEED.
Burns Fat, increases energy. 100% natural, Doctor recom
mended. Willpower in a bottle! Ask for special discount. Call
642-3733

LOSE WEIGHT FAST AND MAKE IT LAST! I’ve lost over 50
pounds and have kept it off!! Call Irene for free information at
744-2789.

Intervarsity Christian Fellowship Weekly small group
bible studies: Mon 7:30-9 p.m., F-106; Tues 8:15-10
p.m., B-203; Wed 8-9:30 p.m./ W-2220 Drama; Wed
7-8 p.m. Club Commons, Prayer Thurs 7-8 p.m. Club
Commons. Everyone welcome.

Get Psyched! Join the UNF Psychology Club. We pro
mote fellowship, research and service in the field of
psychology. Applications available in the psychology
dept, Bldg. 39, Floor 4. Lifetime membership $10. For
more info call Lisa McCalpin 721-0901

The fellowship of Christian Athletes would like to invite
EVERYONE to attend weekly Monday night meetings in
the gym. Athlete or not, come out for fun, fellowship and
friends!

HELP WANTED
MARKET RESEARCH INTERVIEWERS
P/T, Flex hrs. Perfect for college students. Computer exp.
Near Avenues Mall. Call Market Horizons, Inc. 260-2001 Ext.
20

EARN EXTRA INCOME AS A SECURITY OFFICER. If
you’re looking for PT or FT position WELLS FARGO GUARD
SERVICE has the right job for you. Provide free state
training, health & life ins. available. Paid vacations & stock
purchase plan. WORK FOR THE BEST. Apply in person at
3728-40 Phillips Highway Suite 40 Central Park.

Join us: the Unified Ministries of UNF. Mon, Wed and
Thurs. For more information call the office, 928-3254.
Get saved today

Administrative assistant for small Mandarin law firm. Office
experience requested. 10 hours weekly. $5.50 per hour.
Send resume to: Ms Tara Smith, 2955 Hartley Road, Suite
103, Jacksonville FL 32257.

Are you ready to compete in business? Do you want to
compete with a team and excel as an individual? Would
you like to network with present and future business
leaders? Then Phi Beta Lambda is the organization for
you. Contact Anthony Williams at 646-2750.

ATTITUDE OVER RESUME! Internat’l marketing company
expanding in area looking for motivated individuals with
positive attitudes and good people skills. We train. Call 7270067 ext. 3 [11/21]

You are invited to a brunch and a chance to discuss
scripture and its relevance to our lives in the 1990s. We
meet informally in a Dorm at 11:00 on Tues. B-203

Turn a little of your spare time into a very serious extra
income. Contact me so I can give you a 30 minute presenta
tion. 285-1297, 246-4211

The Jewish Student Connection... Meetings every Sun
day 12:30 - 1:30 in the Senate Chambers Bldg 14, 2nd
floor All are welcome! Call Adam 928-3455

Looking for something different? Here’s an opportunity to
make some significant money while you are in school and set
yourself up for a continuing income after you graduate. Parttime, flexible hours. Call Ron at 904-262-6802 or 459-7777
(beeper) for more information.

Come play the fastest sport on two feet! Join the UNF
Lacrosse club. If interested call 928-3364 and ask for
Randy. Meetings start soon so call today! [11/31]
Amnesty International meets every Wed at noon in the
club commons Bldg. 14, floor 2. Defend human rights.
The price of freedom is eternal vigilance. More info? Call
928-3390(12/05]

Saturday Softball Club forming NOW! Co-ed. Cal
Curtis Fisher @ 766-9949 for more info.

Wanted: UNF Pottery Guild Logo. Will offer an award for
the best design for our club. Win two tickets to Adventure
Landing-GoKart. Sponsored by UNFPG. For more info
call Barbara: 928-3359.
Design Contest: A $25 reward for the best t-shirt design
for our club. Sponsored by UNF Pottery Guild. For
guidelines and rules call Barbara at 928-3359.
The Volunteer Student Association needs your food for
our food drive. We are collecting non-perishable food for
Angel Aid. Please put the food in our boxes, located in
Bldg. 14 on the Floor 2 and inside most buildings. Thank
you for your help!

ASL Club Meeting 7:30 p.m. Mondays - Senate Cham
bers, Bldg. 14.

Black belt self-defense instruction programs for youth. Great
money -- few hours... the perfect college job. Good transpo
a must. Central Florida corp expanding into Jax. For inter
view - Barry -- Young Olympians (collect if need be) (813)
973-7448
ATTENTION DEDICATED STUDENTS!!!!! Do you want a
job to fit your schedule? F/T, P/T, a job that will ENHANCE
your future credibility? Think PINKERTON SECURITY. Im
mediate openings close to UNF, Ponte Vedra, Jacksonville.
Perfect for students in CRIMINAL JUSTICE. Opportunities to
ADVANCE. Call Operations Manager Morgan Baker 904730-8174, 8384 Baymeadows Rd #1 Jacksonville 32256
Local company needs P/T employees. Hrs 3:30 - 8:30 M-F,
warehouse work/labor. Apply in person to Jim Fricke at
11251 Phillips Parkway Dr. E.

Part-time Loaders and Unloaders - Roadway package sys
tem is accepting applications. Excellent pay $6.50/hr start +
$1/hr towards tuition for evening shifts, $7.00/hr + $1/hr
towards tuition for morning shifts. All shifts 20-25 hrs weekly
M-F; 12:30 am -5 am; 4:30 am-8:30 am; 12:30 pm-5:30 pm;
5:30 pm - 10:30 pm. Apply in person Mon, 8 am to 11 am or
Tues 1 pm - 4 pm at 2480 N. Lane Ave, Jacksonville Must
be 18 years old and a high school graduate.

Hey You!
All Classified Advertising expires on
December 5th!

Please submit new classified
advertising requests at the
start of the Spring Semester!

Deadline to submit for the
first issue is January 4!

Hiring bar staff, fun work environment, good pay with
flexible hours - Dante’s Purgatory Pub, 11961 Beach Blvd
across from the Alhambra, 2 miles east of St. Johns Bluff,
641-0805.

WORK AT HOME, 10-15 Hours per week Around your
schedule! Earn $500-$800 per month. Full training provided
(904) 744-2789

Wanted: Bilingual people from, and/or have contacts in
Europe, South America or the Pacific Rim to help with our
rapidly expanding Global Health and Nutritional Company.
Last year's sales in excess of 900 million. P/T 1,000 - 2,000
/mo. F/T 4,000 - 10,000 /mo. Call Now, 642-3568
International Company seeking people from Taiwan, Japan,
Spanish countries and other foreign countries to help with
my rapidly expanding global business.
For appointment call Irene at 744-2789.
DISSATISFIED? Looking for an opportunity to earn good
part-time income without risking your full-time occupation?
Call Richard at 928-3284

Accounting software company needs a student part-time
with a strong interest in computers with some accounting
knowledge. Please call 260-7766 for more information.
Part-time and full-time work at Diamond Car Wash. $5/hr
start +$1/hr tips. Hours of operation are 8 AM to 6 PM. Pick
your shift. Diamond Car Wash - 11571 Beach Blvd (1 blck
east of St. Johns Bluff) 642-9905

Office computer skills, prefer access, windows environment,
some telemarketing, good phone voice, flex hrs, P/T day.
Arlington, $7/hr. Do not call, send resume to 2280 Shepard
St. #601, Jax FL 32211.
Major International Health and Nutrition Co. Looking for
people who: like to work with people, have willingness to
work, desire to learn, able to train and supervise others. P/T
10-20k+ per year, F/T, 30-50k+ per year. Serious Career
Opportunity, Flexible hours, full training and support. Seri
ous inquiries only. For further information call 642-3568.

TYPING SERVICES
Typing Service - Term papers, etc. Pick up and deliver, if
needed. 645-3480.

Papers and projects typed quickly and accurately. Laser
printer and color printer. Call Kelly at 745-1782

TYPING BY MICHELLE - Experienced APA Typist. Theses,
dissertations, term papers, correspondence, resumes. Pro
fessional work guaranteed. Word processing services.
Beaches 246-0378
Reasonable prices - reports, letters, word processing, spread
sheets. Letter quality printing. Pick-up and Delivery. 24 hour
turnaround services. Call Sharon McPherson at 744-3786

Term papers/Projects/Resumes typed within 24 hours. Call
262-2130 and ask for Jean.

PROFESSIONALTYPINGSERVICETop quality laser printer,
computerdisks, low rates. Call Lois King at 745-4091 or 9490180 (pager on campus) Student discounts available [ind]

ROOMMATES
Roommate needed - Arlington area. 3 bedroom, 1 bath
house with large backyard. Female preferred, non-smoker.
$275 + 1/2- call 743-8366, leave message.
Roommates needed to share a 3/2 master bed/private bath
$263 and bedroom sharing bath $229 at Oaks at Deerwood
in Baymeadows. 15 min. from UNF. Please call 641-3817

Room for rent - $175/mo, 1/3 utilities, non-smoker. Call 7241722
ROOMMATE WANTED! Female. Mandarin home. Close to
San Jose and Loretto Road $300/mo. includes utilities and
rent. Call 260-7488
Roomate needed: Atlantic Bch 18th St. N. - 1200 sq. ft.,
2bed/2bath, $350/month with $350 dep. No smoking, no
pets. Pool, tennis courts, gym, pool table. 2 blocks from
beach in a gated community. 904-247-4938 or page 1-800306-9524 anytime.

Non-smoking $175/month plus 1/3 utilities. Located near
UNF and FCCJ. Call 724-1722
Neptune Bch - Room for rent in 3 bedroom house. Non

smokers preferred. $250/month + 1/3 utilities. Call for
John or Tim at 246-1202.
Roommate needed, $230/mo. start January. Close to
UNF, two bedrm one bath, easy to get along with. If
interested call and leave message. Ask for Todd, 6410952.

Non smoker, professional grad student -- own room &
bath in 2Bed 2Bath house. Wash & dryer, nice home 1
mile from UNF. $275/month + 1/2 utilities. Must be neat.
Can call after 5 p.m. - 641-8926
Serious non-smoking student/professor female. Room
to rent. Everything included, nice area. call 904-7979473

CHILD CARE
Full/Part time nanny. San Jose Area. 737-1001
Nanny/housekeeper wanted, part-time, to help with street
children and household in Orange Park home. Reliable
car a must. Experience and references required. Not
looking for just a babysitter. 272-2388.

FOR SALE
Elegant wedding gown. Satin white with beading, train,
open back. Size 6, $550. Call Michelle at 646-1510.

Soloflex with all extra attachments- legs, butterfly. Not
used, bought for $1500. Sell for $750. Steve 743-0080
Antique dining table with four chairs $200. Living room
table with matching side table $40. Call 727-0067 or
693-2042.

Hedgehog for sale. Must sell since mom thinks it's ugly.
8-weeks old. Hand-fed. Very friendly. $40. You can buy
my cage for $15. Will bring to Jacksonville. 407-5749304

FOR SALE -1991 Honda CRX. New tires. Great condi
tion. $6,600. 1990 Kawasaki ex500 motorcycle. Low
mileage. $2,000 obo. Couch and coffee table $300. Call
285-7502
Men’s Spring Suit never worn. Paid $110 asking $75.
Ask for Robin. (904) 264-4432 or (407) 397-4201 Leave
message.

Blue and Gold macaw for sale. $1,000. Two years old
(will live to be 100 years) 7-foot tall wrought-iron cage
sold to best offer. Call Denise 723-3970

Very puffy slip for under prom or wedding dress. White,
size 4. $45.00 Call 744-0578 leave message. In brandnew condition, worn once.
1981 four-door Volvo 2400 L. Good condition. Runs
well. $ 1800 or best offer. Must sell. Chris (904) 292-5349

FOR SALE - 1987 BMW. Very good condition, recently
serviced, power windows, ABS, power steering, etc.
Foreign student graduating in December, must sell.
$6,000 OBO. Call Tom at 998-0614.
Queen size futon with cover (frame not incl.) Excellent
condition. $50. Call 249-5439 and leave message.

MISCELLANEOUS
Let’s share a ride from St. Augustine back and forth on
Tues and Thurs Please call Iris 904-797-9473
I need a tutor for Comp Structures, preferably someone
who had Ron Zucker for this class. Willing to pay if you
are serious. Please call Kelly at 745-1782.

LOOKING FOR LOSERS! Lose weightand gain energy.
It really works. 1-800-864-1141
THINKING ABOUT LOSING WEIGHT? Prepared to do
something positive about it? Food for thought! (904)
928-3284
FREE MAKEOVER! Update your look for Fall with Mary
Kay Cosmetics. Specialized skin care/nail care classes
available. I think you deserve the best, don't you? Call
Deborah Webster 264-0742.

Tell them you saw it in the Spinnaker! Fax youir free
classified at to (904) 928-3964!

PAYPHONE ROUTE?

VENDING MACHINES?

BANKRUPTPROPERTIES?

GET REAL !!

NAILS
SPECIAL

INTERNET DISTRIBUTOR
YOU SUPPLY A GROUP
OF
PEOPLE AND ASMALL
INVESTMENT AND WE
SUPPLY THE TECHNICAL
EXPERTISE TO MAKE YOU
AN INTERNET PROVIDER

645-6123 EXT. 201
CALL NOW - SURFS UP

9-7
642-8866 Mon.-Sat
Sun. 12-5
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Three UNF volleyball players named to all-South team

Women’s b-ball flattens BPC
By Tom Kopacz
OF THE STAFF

For the UNF
women’s basketball
team, the early part of
the schedule has been
easy.
The Lady Ospreys
improved to 3-0 after
shellacking Brewton
Parker(Ga.) 86-54 Wednesday atthe UNF
Arena.
The Lady Cats grabbed the opening
tip and a quick 2-0 lead on a Martina
Green layup. It would be theironly lead of
the night, as the Lady Ospreys evened the
score 10 seconds later on a layup by Cindy
Cowherd, then ran away and hid. UNF
owned a 4624 lead by halftime. Cowherd
scored nine of her 13 points in the opening
frame and made three steals during the
first half. She led UNF in steals with a
total of four.
“I think we all played good,” Cow
herd said. “We all played hard, and that’s
what we need right now.”
UNF coach Mary Ortelee said if she
had to give a player-of-the-game award,
Cowherd would get it. “She got a lol of
steals,” she said. “She really jump-started
everybody. Cindy played a heck of a game.”
In the second half, freshman center
Dali Spiers stole the show, scoring 11 of
hercareerhigh 15 pointsand pulling down
half of her six rebounds.
The UNF reserves — who included
regular starters Sanders, Krista Wynn and
Nancy Miller this game — scored 50
points this game.
“We have a lot of depth,” Spiers said.
“That’s one of our advantages.”
“She’s just going to get better and
better the more she plays.”

Three UNF volleyball players — junior setter Missy Erixon (19), senior outside hitter Wendy Balut (center) and freshman
middle blocker Becky De Jong (right) — were named to the Division II All-South region team announced Wednesday by
the American Volleyball Coaches Association. Erixon recorded 1,351 assists and was second in the Sunshine State
Conference with 10.9 per game. She finished the season with 63 aces. Balut made 428 kills this season, with a 4.2 kills
per game average, and compiled 380 digs, 21 blocks and 44 aces. De Jong made 364 kills and posted a .247 kill
percentage. She recorded 24 aces, 271 digs and 75 blocks. AVCA All-America selections will be made from the various
all-region teams (File Photo).

Senior center Vanessa Sanders led UNF
in scoring for the third straight game, can
ning 18. She also led the Lady Ospreys in
rebounding with 12. “I’ve been eating my
Wheaties,” she said jokingly. She has av
eraged 12 points and 16 rebounds per game
this season.
Sanders said Brewton Parker had a lot
of young players. “I think our experience
came in as a big factor,” she said. “We just
arc playing great.”
This game was the best overall perfor
mance this season for senior forward Nancy
Miller, who scored eight points and pulled
in seven of her eight rebounds in the sec
ond half. Miller has been named to the all
Sunshine State Conference team the past
two seasons.
“For the past couple of years Felecia
[Monroe] and I have had to carry a lot of
the offense,” Miller said. “This year more
than ever, we have a bunch of scorers,
people that can just pul it in the basket all
the time and we’re not needed that much.”
•••
The UNF women’s basketball team
hosts three of the lop programs in Division
II this weekend in the Hampton Inn Holi
day Classic al the UNF Arena.
Washbum (Kans.), Fort Valley Slate
(Ga.) and Sunshine State Conference rival
Florida Southern will come into the arena.
As with the Tipoff Classic two weeks ago,
the two SSC schools will each play the two
outside schools on successive nights.
“[Weplay] Washbum, a regional final
ist last year, on Friday night, and then we
have Fort Valley, who was a regional final
ist, on Saturday night, so we have back-toback killers,”said head women’s basket
ball coach Mary Ortelee. “We’re going to
have to step up and play a little belter than
we have been.”

Men's basketball team loses Sea Turtle Classic for first time
By Tom Kopacz
OF THE STAFF

The UNF men’s basketball team seems to
have found its threepoint shooting range.
Unfortunately, the
Ospreys ran into a team
that found its own first.
UNF (1-2) lost to
Lynn University 79-63 Saturday in the
championshipofthe third annual SeaTurtle
Classic. The Knights (3-0) handed UNF its
first loss in tournament history on the
strength of 11-for-17 shooting from out
side the three-point arc.
This is not to suggest the Ospreys, who
entered the tournament final having made
just two of 22 three-point attempts, didn’t
try. Senior shooting guard Phil Caple got
his offensive touch on track, going 5-for13 from three-point range on his way to 21
points, leading all scorers.
“I thought Phil did a good job,” said
UNF coach Rich Zvosec. “It was good to
see him shoot the ball a little bit better
tonight than he has in the previous two
games. Hopefully that’ll carry over into
our next outing.”
However, Caple’s statistics did not
nearly match the long-distance barrage
launched by Lynn’s Ofir Kuchly and Jamail
Pritchett. Kuchly hit live field goals, all
three-pointers, and added a free-throw for
16 points.
Pritchett took half of his field-goal at
tempts from three-point range and con
nected on four of them. He added a pair of
two-pointers for a total of 16. Two other
Lynn starters, Johnny Owens and Demetris
Montgomery, also notched double-digit
scoring totals.
None of Caple’s teammates could
match his offensive output. Senior center
Chris Sneed’s perfect shooting perfor
mance — hitting all four field-goal and
three free-throw attempts he attempted —
netted him 11 points, and forward Cecil
Mourning scored 10 points.
However, UNFcould not match Lynn’s
shooting performance. Although both
teams made 50 field-goal attempts, Lynn
hit 29 to UNF’s 22, and the Ospreys hit just
six threepointers.
Theshooting performances do not show

how close the game was early. Al the half,
the two teams were tied at 32. Lynn opened
the game by pulling out to a 14-4 lead.
However, a 14-fool jumper by Jamaal
Williams started a spurt in which UNF
outscored the Knights 21-4, giving the
Ospreys a seven-point lead with just over
five minutes until halftime.
“Offensively we were confused at the
beginning of the game,” Caple said. “We
wanted to run the clock down a little bit and
we were thinking we were going to lake it
down to the last [second]. What [Zvosec]
really wanted us to do was just take some
time off the clock. We weren't going to run
with them because they have so many
athletes on their team.”
Caple said he and his teammates got
confused momentarily. “We took a timeout,
got a break [and] got everything worked
out,” he said. “We started playing, [but] we
just let it get away at the end.”
TheOspreys could not protect that lead.
Lynn outscored UNF 14-7 over the final
four minutes of the first half to tie the score.
“We controlled them on offense and
we held them down on defense... which is
the goal we wanted for a whole game,”
Sneed said.
He said Lynn made some adjustments
during halftime. “They took advantage of
our size and height on the post, and they
really looked to get [the ball] into the post.”
UNF would only lead once in the sec
ond half, a one-point lead al the 15-minutc
mark. The killer came with just under 11
minutes left in the game. UNF trailed by
three points when Chris Patterson fouled
Kuchly as he look a three-point shot. The
shot went in the basket, and Kuchly made
the following free throw to give Lynn a
seven-point lead. UNF would never gel
closer than five after that.
Zvosec said he thought UNF played
well for 30 minutes. “When you're playing
a team like [Lynn], you can't have any
dropoffs,” he said. “Unfortunately, we lost
our composure [and] we lost a little bit of
our defensive poise in a little stretch there
in the second half and they were able to
knock some baskets down and get out to a
six- or eightpoint lead that we never recov
ered from.”
Caple's big game in the tournament
championship had been foreshadowed dur

ing the semi-finals Friday, when he hit five
of 10 shots as UNF defeated visiting
Wingate College 81-69.
Like the title game one night later, this
game was close throughout the first half. A
25-8 UNF run in the middle of the second
half put the game away for the Ospreys.
“In the second half, we did a much better
job of finishing plays,” Zvosec said. “I
thought overall it was a much better perfor
mance than last week [Nov. 18 to Pfeiffer].”
Caple’s performance helped UNF
some, but Patterson and Cecil Mourning
fueled the Ospreys’ victory. Each dumped
in 17 points.
“[Patterson] really had a good game,”
Zvosec said. “Chris is never going to be
flashy, he’s never going to be the type of
guy who’s going to get a spectacular dunk
or make a spectacular move, he’s just go
ing to be there.”

Wingate forward Ricardo Priester led
Mourning’s overall performance Friday
the
Bulldogs with 18 points and 7 re
may have locked up a spot on the all-tournabounds.
Center Justin Johannes and guard
ment team. Along with his scoring, he pulled
Darren
Morton
each scored 10.
down four offensive rebounds. Fifteen of his
•
•
•
points came in the second half.
Lynn got to the tournament title tilt by
“It was just a matter of getting into the
dispatching
St. Thomas University 102-89
offense a little better, getting used to it, and
picking it up on the defensive end as far as in the event opener Friday. Kuchly shot
rebounding and playing defense,” Mourn 11-for-16 and scored 23 points for the
ing said. “We all came together tonight as Knights. St. Thomas guard Durrant Will
a team and that’s what we really needed. iams led all scorers with 25 points.
In the consolation game Saturday night,
We needed to win after coming off the loss
Wingate picked up its first win of the
last week.”
Zvosec said Mourning played with a season by defeating a pesky St. Thomas
lol of confidence Friday. “I think a lol of team 95-89. Johannes scored 17 points,
that confidence came from the way he one of four Bulldogs in double figures, and
made 12 rebounds. Wingate forward Billy
played on the offensive glass,” he said.
Sneed, who also made the all-tourna Layne led all rebounders with 15 and scored
ment team, scored 10 points and grabbed 14 points. Williams led St. Thomas with 25
11 rebounds. Jesse Hudson scored nine points. Bobcat forward Desmon Jackson
scored 23.
points and pulled in nine rebounds.

Continental
Cablevision

UNIVERSITY OF

NORTH
FLORIDA
ATHLETICS

Thirteen UNF sports events will be telecast live on Continental Cablevision’s channel 25 this spring under an
agreement just announced by UNF Athletic Director Richard Gropper. These broadcasts are separate from
the Sunshine State Conference contract with Sunshine Network. The schedule as announced:
Jan. 10
Jan. 24
Jan. 31
Feb. 10
Feb. 17

Men’s Basketball
Men’s Basketball
Men’s Basketball
Women’s Basketball
Men’s Basketball
Women’s Basketball
Men’s Basketball

Rollins
Tampa
Eckerd
Florida Southern
Florida Southern
Barry
Barry

Feb. 24
March 3
March 17
March 22
April 5
April 19

Baseball
Baseball
Baseball
Baseball
Baseball
Baseball

Jacksonville Univ.
Vanderbilt
Ohio State
Tampa
Rollins
Barry

Information courtesy UNF Athletic Department

25

